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Description:

Project ESTRELLAS is a three-year design-based research project to develop and test three types of eText supports for improving text comprehension and content learning of ELL adolescents struggling to read traditional content-area texts in Science and Social Studies. Students participating in the ESTRELLAS Project are Spanish-speaking middle school students (Grades 6-8) who have been identified as English Language Learners (ELLs).

The long term goal of Project ESTRELLAS is to develop and test an Electronic Reading System designed to improve reading competence and content-area learning of Spanish speaking adolescent English Language Learners (ELL) through supported versions of electronic reading materials. The ESTRELLAS Electronic Reading System for Expository Text will provide ELL readers with a customizable selection of three types of eText supports: Structural Supports, Content-Specific Supports, and Strategic Supports. Each will be tested to determine the best ways to provide that type of support to students reading the text materials assigned as part of the curriculum. The supports to be developed and tested in Project ESTRELLAS derive from the typology of eText supports developed by the National Center for Supported Electronic Text (NCSeT) at the University of Oregon.

Key outcome measures include: indicators of software useability based on screen capture and computer log files; teacher and student descriptions of factors that facilitated/inhibited use of the
materials in the classroom; student performance on tests of vocabulary, comprehension, and content knowledge; surveys of teacher and student satisfaction, read alouds and observations of student engagement with the materials.
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